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It was designed for a driver and passenger with two-wheel drive and four-wheel drive. It was
popular with off-road enthusiasts, farmers and other landowners who used it for recreation and
light utility. On March 31, , the U. Yamaha subsequently and voluntarily included the same offer
for Rhino models in order to reduce confusion and ensure customer satisfaction. Yamaha also
announced that same day that the company was temporarily suspending sales of the Rhino
until the affected models could be repaired, and the CPSC advised owners not to operate the
vehicles until taking them to a dealership for the modifications. All subsequent Rhino , and 70l0
models have the same modifications. The sales suspension lasted less than two months. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article has multiple issues. Please help improve it or
discuss these issues on the talk page. Learn how and when to remove these template
messages. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this
article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. This article contains content that is written like an advertisement. Please help improve
it by removing promotional content and inappropriate external links , and by adding
encyclopedic content written from a neutral point of view. March Learn how and when to
remove this template message. Categories : Yamaha vehicles Off-road vehicles. Hidden
categories: Articles needing additional references from March All articles needing additional
references Articles with a promotional tone from March All articles with a promotional tone
Articles with multiple maintenance issues. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Yamaha ignited the UTV market with the release of the Rhino, and these
models have quickly grown to be among the industry leaders in sales. A fuel-injected cc twin
with a compression ratio of 9. Double-wishbone independent suspension at all four corners
provides a smooth ride. Hydraulic disk brakes put stopping power to the inch tires. Towing
capacity rating is related to braking performance more than to pulling performance, but the
towing capacity is a very good 1, lbs. The result is industry leading all-wheel engine braking â€”
a must when heading down steep hills with a full load such as a pull-behind mower or a cargo
bed full of seed bags or hay. For , this tried-and-true system is beefed up for increased
performance and durability under the additional power of the cc engine. Two Rhino models
come with carbureted cc single-cylinder power plants but still have an outstanding The Yamaha
Rhino has you covered in the area of standard extras and creature comforts. The volt accessory
outlet is appreciated by those looking to plug in a GPS, spotlight or even a cell phone charger.
As always, the Rhino offers padded bucket seats for both driver and passenger with headrests.
And the beloved digital meter is standard on the Yamaha Rhino with some snazzy updates. For ,
the meter offers self diagnostic capabilities for easy troubleshooting, a new voltage meter for
monitoring battery condition, and the new hour meter function now runs only while the engine
is running for more accurate servicing. The digital LCD multi-function display meter also
features a speedometer, odometer, dual trip meter, clock, fuel gauge and gear position display.
Of course, with a 7. If you were to ride the and Rhino models back to back we believe the most
noticeable change this year would have to be the feeling of refinement. With each generation,
the engineers are weeding out the vibration, rattles, creaks, and moans and are approaching the
type of precision we come to expect in the automotive industry. Skip to content Search for:.
Thank you for looking at our part. Please review the listing and if you have any questions,
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they may be old, dirty, have imperfections with scratches and scuffs. The parts come off of
running bikes and are in usable condition, unless otherwise stated. What you see in the pictures
is what you will get so inspect them carefully. Each part is inspected before it is listed to ensure
that what you are purchasing is what you will be receiving. With that said, we are human and
sometimes we miss things, so if this does happen, and you are not happy please let us know
and we will work with you to fix the problem. Sometimes the part may fit other years or models,
it is your responsibility to check before you buy. We also do combined shipping when you
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are USED unless otherwise noted. Buyer is to contact seller before returning an item. Skip to
main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add
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assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Used Brand: Yamaha.
Search within store. Shaft DX Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in
category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter
- opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to
Watchlist. Condition: Used. Ended: Jan 05, PST. Shipping: Does not ship to Ukraine See details.
Item location: Branchdale, Pennsylvania, United States. Seller: bingmotorsports Seller's other
items. Part of their popularity is from riders who simply do not feel comfortable on an ATV, they
want a vehicle that is more familiar to operate and can take a passenger or two, or they simply
need the carrying capacity of a bed and the working capabilities a Side x Side offers. The
factories that got into the Side x Side game early like Polaris, Arctic Cat, and Yamaha have been
rewarded well for their foresight, and as more competitors jump into the game, nearly every
manufacturer is battling for position in the market, trying to carve out a niche of their own. The
Side x Side market has been evolving rapidly in the past few seasons, and while some brands
have chosen to go with the more traditional working aspect of the vehicles, others have
designed theirs for performance. Yamaha is one such company. While they do pay homage to
the working capabilities of their wildly popular Rhino, they are especially proud of its sporty
side, and true to their nature, the Blue Crew has never been afraid to innovate. They were the
first to offer a highly competitive, mass produced 4 stroke motocross bike, the first to offer a
multitude of unique ATVs, the Banshee, the Raptor and , the first true factory race quad, the YFZ
, the first with power steering, the Grizzly , and the list goes on. No product can survive forever
without evolving though, and the Rhino was due for a few changes. The first thing most people
will notice about the Rhino is the addition of doors! Yamaha felt it was time to add doors to the
Rhino, and for several reasons. The problem is, a few individuals have overestimated their own
driving abilities, and have managed to get into trouble. Instinctually, a few have stuck their leg
out, and that is a big mistake on a Side x Side. The doors were designed to make that
impossible, and they close and latch securely. A second job for the doors was to help protect
the driver and passenger from mud and water thrown from the front tires, and they do this very
well. They work very well for both jobs. Once inside the Rhino and strapped into the seat, the
driver will notice a new steering wheel. The new wheel has a slightly smaller diameter, raised
grip areas, and looks much sportier. It definitely fits the Rhino sport image. The center of the
compartment has been redesigned as well for a new air intake tract, an automotive style parking
brake instead of the short lever found on previous models, and as requested by many owners,
cup holders! In the center of the dash is an easy to read digital display, which -appears to be
nearly identical to the one found on the Grizzly We scrolled through the functions, and the new
display features a trip meter, speedometer and odometer, gear selection, fuel level, 4WD, 2WD,
indicator lights, and even battery voltage. Should your Rhino need to head to the shop, it also
has a self-diagnostic function as well. In the case of the Rhino, the old engine had served it well,
but it was time for a change, and the logical choice was the power plant from the Grizzly. This
also meant EFI! The new Rhino engine is now a cc, 4-Stroke single cylinder and single overhead
cam design, and features liquid cooling with an on-demand fan. The Raptor is an awesome
sport quad, and it has never let us down. One thing that makes the top end work so well is a
roller rocker arm system, which reduces drive train friction while allowing the engine to rev
more freely. Inside the specially coated aluminum cylinder is a forged piston, and just like the
Grizzly , the Rhino engine gets a slightly heavier crank with more beef at each end of the
connecting rod to compensate for the added loads of utility vehicles. The heavier crank also
helps reduce vibration as well, which was another goal of the engineering team, however, the
best feature of the new engine package is the electronic fuel injection system. The fuel injection
system performs extremely well at all temperatures and elevations, and delivers a nice, crisp
throttle response throughout the power band. It will take several readings of both the air
temperature and pressure, and existing engine conditions, and mist just the right amount of fuel
through the 41mm Mikuni throttle body needed to maintain optimum power. We love it! Since
the new engine would be cranking out more horsepower, a larger radiator was included, and to
help with cooling, a full shroud ducts air across the entire core. As an added bonus, the shroud
also helps contain fan noise as well, again meeting one of the design goals. Rubber engine
mounts are used to hold the -engine in the chassis, to isolate vibration, and to reduce noise.
Engine placement, air intake location, and exhaust -design are all contributing factors, but also
the extensive bodywork and cargo bed have vastly more reflective surfaces to send that noise
back to the driver and passenger as well. To help contain that noise on the Rhino , the
engineering crew redesigned the air intake tract, and the exhaust system. Now the filter and air
box are found high inside the front nose piece, and clean air is ducted to the engine from there.
The new air box location is also very easy to get to, and both the cover and the foam filter
element are easily removed with no tools. At the opposite end of the engine, the Rhino gets an

all new stainless steel exhaust system. The advantage of the new exhaust system is not only
better corrosion protection, but reduced vibration, and reduced noise as well, and this was
accomplished through the use of rubber mounts, and a new spherical slip joint. Close the door
and fasten the seat belt! After that, simply hold the brake, turn the key, and when the engine
easily spins to life, slip it into either, hi, low, or reverse. Yamahas Ultramatic transmission,
which is Yamahas version of a CVT type system will take care of itself. The Yamaha people are
especially proud of the Rhino transmission, which now features 6 discs, and Yamahas Sprag
clutch. The advantage is, the Sprag clutch works in one direction only, and is designed to assist
in control on downhill descents by allowing engine braking to help hold the vehicle. Shifting
between 2wd, 4wd, and 4wd with differential lock is also easy, and all the driver needs to do is
hit the button on the dash. Just be sure you are stopped, or nearly stopped when engaging the
front wheels! Under ordinary operation, the Rhino can conquer most obstacles in 2wd, however,
when the trail gets a little slippery or snow covered, press the button, and 4wd can be activated.
Beyond that, you need a winch. For our initial Rhino ride, we chose a woods ride with steep,
rocky hills, and climbs that would test both the Rhino, and our nerve. We also would be
crossing rivers, hitting fast logging roads, and winding through the trees. It would be an
excellent test in every respect. The Rhino had no problem winding through the trees, but the
one difference between a Side x Side vehicle and a traditional ATV is when it comes time to turn
around. Instead of simply circling the tree like we would on a quad, a Side x Side driver usually
has to back up, and make a 3 point turn. River crossing were no problem, and the Rhino easily
crossed slippery rocks and logs, and the new doors did a good job of keeping water flow to a
minimum. The trail system we were riding featured many steep, rocky climbs that wound
between trees, and once there, an equally harrowing descent. It was a great feeling of
accomplishment actually, but the arrow to the spine realization that the descent would be
equally as tricky quickly overcame any -celebration. To make matters worse, it was time to
switch seats, and for lifelong ATV riders, giving up the controls to another driver and merely
hanging on for the ride is somewhat like bull riding. Between the engine braking, and the new
disc brakes, we had no control problems on our way down the hills as well. We began to see the
full capabilities of the Rhino. The passenger needs a better hand hold. At their left hand there is
a bar and grip, very much like the control lever on a helicopter, and it works fine for the left
hand. However, there is no right hand grip, and any similar lever on the right would almost
certainly get in the way when -trying to enter or exit the vehicle, and to make matter worse,
would probably encourage riders to put a hand out should things get a little tipsy. The cardinal
rule of any Side x Side is the same for any ride at DisneyWorld: Keep your hands and feet inside
the vehicle at all times! As the chassis is built now however, there is no structural member to
attach it to. We would also change the passenger handhold on the roll cage front down tube to a
rubber bolt on part as well. If a passengers head were to bounce off the hard steel handle in
place now, it will certainly leave a welt, and although we always wear a helmet, many Rhino
riders do not! A different gear ratio would make the vehicle feel a little more precise. Another
item we would change is the pedal layout. The current design has the brake lever closer to the
seat than the throttle pedal, and that means to move from the throttle to the brake, a driver often
times must lift his foot from the floor, and transfer to the brake. That is highly unusual in a
performance vehicle, where the brake and throttle are on the same plane, and a driver never
removes his foot from the contact point on the vehicle floor. With the addition of EFI, its cold
weather capabilities have been improved, and the other changes Yamahas made have all
worked to improve the package. There is very little terrain it cannot conquer, and we always
want one in the garage! For more information on the above mentioned models, please visit the
Yamaha Motor Website. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. Sign in. Log into your account. Password recovery. Tuesday, February 23, Contact
Us. By: Alain Assad. April 10, Please enter your comment! Please enter your name here. You
have entered an incorrect email address! UTV Reviews. Vincent Bourque-Veilleux - December 1,
Read more. Yamaha UTV Models. Patrick Roch - March 3, Alain Assad - May 27, All rights
reserved. Close this module. Sign up to our mailing list and get the latest updates, exclusive
content and special offers straight to your email inbox. Name your full name. Email Address
your email address. Quick Links. It contains important safety information. Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting Troubleshooting charts Page 2 Read this manual carefully before operating
this vehicle. This manual should stay with this ve- hicle if it is sold. It represents the result of
many years of Yamaha experience in the production of fine sporting, touring, and pace-setting
racing vehicles. With the purchase of this Yamaha, you can now appreciate the high degree of
craftsmanship and reliability that have made Yamaha a leader in these fields. Particularly
important information is distinguished in this manual by the following notations: This is the
safety alert symbol. It is used to alert you to potential personal injury hazards. Page 5 This

vehicle complies with almost all provinces off-highway noise level and spark ar- rester laws and
regulations. Any reprinting or unauthorized use without the written permission of Yamaha Motor
Co. Page 7 Seat belts Page 8 Uphill Page 11 Read and understand all of the labels on your
vehicle. They contain important information for safe and proper operation of your vehicle. Never
remove any labels from your vehicle. If a label becomes difficult to read or comes off, a replacement label is available from your Yamaha dealer. Page 13 ROPS. If you think or feel that
the vehicle may tip or roll, brace your feet on the floorboards, and keep your hands on the
handholds. Page 17 MAX 7. Page 19 Page 20 While understanding all parts of this manual are
important for vehicle ownership, be sure to read this chapter and the instructions in Chapter 7
before operating the Rhino. Never carry passengers in the cargo bed. Page 23 Prepare your
vehicle Perform the pre-operation checks each time you use the vehicle to make sure it is in
safe operat- ing condition. Failure to inspect or maintain the vehicle properly increases the
possibility of an ac- cident or equipment damage. See pages â€” for a list of pre-operation
checks. Prepare your load or trailer Carrying loads, towing a trailer, or pulling objects can affect
handling, stability, and cause the risk of overturns or other accidents. Page 24 While using the
Rhino Keep your body completely inside the vehicle at all times. Be sure the passenger is
seated, belted, and holding onto the handholds. Close doors before driving. Page 27 Avoid
carbon monoxide poisoning All engine exhaust contains carbon monoxide, a deadly gas.
Breathing carbon monoxide can cause headaches, dizziness, drowsiness, nausea, confusion,
and eventually death. Carbon monoxide is a colorless, odorless, tasteless gas which may be
present even if you do not see or smell any engine exhaust. Page 28 Many companies with no
connection to Yamaha manufacture parts and accessories or offer other modifications for
Yamaha vehicles. Yamaha is not in a position to test the products that these af- termarket
companies produce. Therefore, Yamaha can neither endorse nor recommend the use of
accessories not sold by Yamaha or modifications not specifically recommended by Yamaha,
even if sold and installed by a Yamaha dealer. Page 29 Aftermarket tires and rims The tires and
rims that came with your Rhino were designed to match the performance capabili- ties and to
provide the best combination of handling, braking, and comfort. Other tires, rims, sizes, and
combinations may not be appropriate. Refer to pages â€” for tire specifications and more
information on replacing your tires. Headlights Spark arrester 2. Front shock absorber assembly
Passenger seat belt 3. Brake fluid reservoir Passenger seat 4. Air filter element Passenger
handholds 5. V-belt case Engine oil dipstick 6. Page 31 The vehicle you have purchased may
differ slightly from those shown in the figures of this manual. Light switch Steering wheel Main
switch On-Command four-wheel-drive and differential gear lock switches Multi-function meter
unit OFF: All electrical circuits are switched off. In this remains on, have a Yamaha dealer check
the case, start moving to allow time for the electrical circuit. Page Multi-Function Meter Unit The
indicator light stays on even when the following: the seat belt is properly latched. The
tripmeters can be used to estimate the dis- tance that can be traveled with a full tank of fu- el.
Page 40 To set the clock Voltage display mode 1. Set the display to the clock. If this occurs,
have a Yamaha dealer check or repair the vehicle. Fuel level warning indicator 2. Page 42 If a
problem is detected in an elec- trical circuit, all the display segments and fuel level warning
indicator start flashing. If this oc- curs, have a Yamaha dealer check the electri- cal circuit. The
battery may discharge to the point that the starter motor will not operate properly. Spring
tension returns the ped- tial gear locked : Power is supplied to the al to the rest position when
released. Setting the parking brake lever will help keep the vehicle from moving while parked.
Refer to pages â€” for the drive select lever operation. Fuel tank cap To open Remove the fuel
tank cap by turning it coun- terclockwise. To To remove a seat, pull its seat lock lever up- close
a door, push or pull the door inward until ward, lift the front of the seat, and then slide it is
securely latched. Page Seat Belts EVU To install a seat, insert the projections on the Seat belts
rear of the seat into the seat holders and push This vehicle is equipped with three-point seat
down on the seat at the front. Make sure the belts for both the operator and the passenger. To
protect from damage, do not put metal Some plastic bottles may not fit into the cup items, like
tools, or sharply edged items holders depending on their size and shape. Heavier cargo could
cause loss of control because of improper weight balance. Cargo bed 2. Tailgate 3. The tailgate
could col- lapse if you put heavy cargo or sit on it. Tailgate 2. Page 53 Lifting and lowering the
cargo bed To lower With hands and fingers clear of pinch points, lower the cargo bed slowly to
its original posi- tion and be sure it is locked into place. Keep hands, body, and other people
away from pinch points when low- ering bed. Always adjust the shock absorbers on the Adjust
the spring preload as follows: left and right sides to the same setting. Read and A- Minimum
soft Page 56 Take the shock absorber assem- 2. Turn the spring preload adjusting nut in
direction a to increase the spring pre- bly to a Yamaha dealer for any service. Never touch the ly
match the above specifications due to small compression damping force adjusting differences

in production, the actual number screw, the rebound damping force ad- of clicks always
represents the entire adjust- justing screw or the oil reservoir with Take the shock absorber
assem- understand the following information be- bly to a Yamaha dealer for any fore handling
the shock absorber assem- service. Loosen the locknut. Yamaha dealer to make this
adjustment. Trailer towing equipment compression damping force adjusting can be obtained at
a Yamaha dealer. See screw, the rebound damping force ad- pages â€” for precaution
information. Open the auxiliary DC jack cap, and then The auxiliary DC jack is located at the
right insert the accessory power plug into the side of the front panel. The auxiliary DC jack jack.
This may overload the cir- cuit and cause the fuse to blow. If a problem cannot be corrected by
the procedures provided in this manual, have the vehicle inspect- ed by a Yamaha dealer.
Before using this vehicle, check the following points Page Front And Rear Brakes Check that
there is no free play in the brake ply the brakes firmly for one minute. If there is pedal. If there is
free play, have a Yamaha any leakage, have the vehicle inspected by a dealer check the brake
system. See page Yamaha dealer. Page Fuel Never refuel while smoking, or while in the vicinity
of sparks, open flames, or oth- Your Yamaha engine has been designed to er sources of ignition
such as the pilot use regular unleaded gasoline with a pump Page 73 Always place a portable
fuel container on the Gasohol containing methanol is not recom- ground before filling it. Before
removing the mended by Yamaha because it may cause container cap, touch the container with
the fuel system damage or vehicle performance fuel dispenser nozzle. Add oil as necessary.
See pages â€” voir when the engine is cold the coolant level Page Final Gear Oil It must operate
smoothly and for details. Have a Yamaha dealer repair as nec- Recommended oil: essary for
proper operation. Page Steering Yamaha dealer repair as necessary for proper operation. EVU
Fittings and fasteners Always check the tightness of chassis fittings and fasteners before a
ride. Take the vehicle to a Yamaha dealer or refer to the Service Manual for correct tightening
torque. Page Tires EVU Tires Set tire pressures to the following specifica- Check tire pressure
regularly to make sure it tions: is at the recommended specifications. Tire pressure gauge a.
Tire wear limit Page Operation If there is a and 20 hours. For this reason, we ask that you read
the fol- lowing material carefully. Page Starting The Engine The coolant temperature warning
light and build-up of heat. If any abnormality is noticed engine trouble warning light should
come during this period, consult a Yamaha dealer. If a warning light does not go off, see pag0â€”10 hours However, hard when the engine is cold! Apply the brake pedal, then shift by movdriving ing the drive select lever along the shift guide. Do not shift without coming to a
complete stop and waiting for the engine to return to normal idle speed. Ap- cause the engine
speed to be limited until ply the parking brake to help prevent the vehi- the differential gear is
completely engaged Page 88 You can measure tongue weight with a bath- Operating when
loaded with cargo or tow- room scale. Put the tongue of the loaded trail- ing a trailer er on the
scale with the tongue at hitch height. Drive more slowly than you would without a Adjust the
load in the trailer, if necessary, to load. Page 89 Pulling something other than a trailer Yamaha
recommends that loads be transport- ed in the bed or in a trailer. The safe and proper operation
of this vehicle. Rhino has higher ground clearance and other Read this chapter and review the
safety in- features to handle rugged terrain, and, as a Page 91 Doing things with a Rhino that
some people do for thrills in other vehicles such as side- ways sliding, skidding, fishtailing, or
donuts have led to side rollovers. These rollovers can result in crushed limbs and other serious
inju- ries or death to drivers or passengers. These requirements are in response to the
disproportionately high rate of crashes involving youthful drivers. Allowing passengers to ride
Do not make changes to the occupant pro- improperly can lead to serious injury or death. If you
install aftermarket As the operator, you are responsible for your products or have your vehicle
modified, passenger. Page 94 The Rhino comes with a variety of features to help reduce the risk
of driver and passenger injury. These features work together, and when properly used, these
features will help protect the occupants in the event of an acci- dent. If these features are not
used properly, they can cause injury. Driver must be sure that the pas- es or other objects and
may reduce your risk senger is belted before driving. Page 96 An unbelted occupant may strike
the interior of the vehicle, the protective structure, or oth- er objects in an accident or during
operation. You may also fall completely out or be partial- ly ejected from the vehicle, which may
lead to being crushed between the ground and the vehicle. Page 97 2. If the latch plate is not
positioned in the correct location along the seat belt, squeeze the latch plate ends together
along its long edges in order to more eas- ily adjust its location up or down along the length of
the belt. Page Doors 6. Check if the seat belt shoulder position Doors suits the size of the driver
and passen- The doors are designed to reduce the likeli- ger. Page Passenger Handholds
Passenger handholds Handholds are provided to grip during opera- tion to maintain proper
position and balance. Holding onto the handholds helps to reduce the likelihood that the
passenger puts a hand outside the vehicle if the vehicle begins to tip. Page Seat And Hip

Restraints Seat and hip restraints Floorboard The seat and hip restraints are designed to The
floorboard allows you to brace your feet, help keep you in the vehicle. Do not hold onto which
helps you keep your body in the vehicle hip restraint when the vehicle is moving. Do not hold
the steering wheel with your thumbs inside the rim. Keep your palms on the out- side of the
steering wheel. Similar to other off- road vehicles, if the Rhino hits a deep rut or large obstacle,
the steering wheel could brief- ly jerk in one direction or back and forth as the tires and vehicle
respond to the obstacle. Page Practice For New Rhino Users Wear eye protection when
operating or riding the vehicle to reduce the risk of a serious ac- cident or injury. Eye
protection, such as a face shield or goggles, may reduce the risk of for- eign material getting in
your eyes and help prevent loss of vision. Follow the instructions starting on too far or too fast
can result in loss of control pages â€” to start the engine. Page Braking Braking Engine braking
When slowing down or stopping, take your Engine compression braking is designed to foot off
the accelerator pedal and press the assist you when operating your Rhino off- brake pedal
smoothly. Improper use of the road. With this feature, the engine helps slow brakes can cause
the tires to lose traction, re- the vehicle down after you take your foot off ducing control of the
vehicle and increasing Page Leaving The Vehicle Leaving the vehicle Parking on a flat area Do
not get out of the vehicle while the engine When parking on a flat area, stop the engine is
running and the drive select lever is in any and shift the drive select lever into the neutral gear.
Page Loading 4. With the brake pedal applied, set the Operation on different surfaces and
parking brake. Block the front and rear wheels with Go slowly and proceed with caution when
op- rocks or other objects. This vehicle may handle differently in certain Loading types of
terrains or on certain surfaces. Page Hills Hills Choose carefully which hills you attempt to
climb or descend. Avoid hills with slippery sur- faces or those where you will not be able to see
far enough ahead of you. Use common sense and remember that some hills are too steep for
you to climb or descend. Page Uphill Uphill Slow down when you reach the crest of the hill Do
not attempt to climb hills until you have if you cannot see clearly what is on the other mastered
basic maneuvers on flat ground. Page Downhill Downhill If you are sliding or skidding, try to
steer in the Check the terrain carefully before going direction the vehicle is sliding, to regain
con- downhill. When possible, choose a path that trol. For example, if you feel the back of the
lets you drive your vehicle straight downhill. Page Rough Terrain Rough terrain Water Operation
over rough terrain should be done If you must cross shallow, slow-moving water with caution.
Page Brush Or Wooded Areas Brush or wooded areas Encountering obstacles When operating
in areas with brush or trees, If you cannot go around an obstacle, such as watch carefully on
both sides and above the a fallen tree or a ditch, stop the vehicle where vehicle for obstacles
such as branches that it is safe to do so. If you are not familiar with vehicle Brake discs,
calipers, drums, and linings service, have a Yamaha dealer perform can become very hot during
use. To avoid service. Page If you do not have a torque wrench available during a service
operation requiring one, take your vehicle to a Yamaha dealer to check the torque settings and
adjust them as necessary. Hood 1. Secure pro- are in place when closing the hood. Page
Console 5B Console To install 1. Place the console in its original position. To remove 2. Install
the parking brake lever boot. Remove the seats. See pages â€” 3. Install the seats. In addition,
change the oil and the oil filter car- tridge at the intervals specified in the periodic maintenance
and lubrication chart. To check the engine oil level 1. Page 5. Insert the dipstick completely into
the oil 7. Insert the dipstick completely into the oil filler hole, and then remove it again to filler
hole. Install the console. The engine oil should be between the mini- mum and maximum level
marks. Page To change the engine oil with or without oil filter cartridge replacement 1. Park the
vehicle on a level surface. Remove the console. See page for console removal and installation
proce- dures. Start the engine, warm it up for several minutes, and then turn it off. Page If the
O-ring remains attached to the crankcase, oil leakage may occur. An oil filter wrench is available
from a Yamaha dealer. O-ring 9. Install the new oil filter cartridge with an oil filter wrench, and
then tighten it to the specified torque with a torque wrench. Page Refill with the specified
amount of recom- mended engine oil, and then insert the dipstick completely into the oil filler
hole. Recommended engine oil: See pages â€” Oil quantity: Without oil filter cartridge
replacement: 2. Remove the final gear oil filler bolt and its additives with oil. Page 3. If the oil is
below the brim of the filler hole, Changing the final gear oil add sufficient oil of the
recommended 1. Place an oil pan under the final gear case 6. Refill with the recommended final
gear oil to collect the used oil. Remove the final gear oil filler bolt and its Be sure no foreign
material enters the O-ring, the final gear oil drain bolt and its final gear case. Page Differential
Gear Oil 5B 9. Install the final gear case guard by install- Differential gear oil ing the bolts and
the collars, and then tightening the bolts to the specified Checking the differential gear oil level
torque. Page 4. Check the gasket for damage, and re- place it if necessary. Install the differential
gear oil filler bolt and its gasket, and then tighten the bolt to the specified torque. Tightening

torque: Differential gear oil filler bolt: 23 Nm 2. Page Changing the differential gear oil 3. Place
an oil pan under the differential 1. Remove the differential gear case guard 4. Remove the
differential gear oil filler bolt, by removing the bolts and the collars. Page 9. Check for oil
leakage. If oil leakage is Tightening torque: found, check for the cause. Differential gear oil drain
bolt: Install the differential gear case guard by 9. Page Coolant 5B Coolant The coolant level
should be checked before each ride. Checking the coolant level 1. Check the coolant level in the
coolant reservoir when the engine is cold as the coolant level varies with engine tempera- ture.
Remove the spark plug cap. Spark plug cap 3. Use the spark plug wrench in the tool kit to
remove the spark plug as shown. Page Inspection The spark plug is an important engine
compo- nent and is easy to inspect. The condition of the spark plug can indicate the condition
of the engine. The ideal color of the porcelain insulator around the center electrode is a
medium-to- light tan for a vehicle that is being ridden nor- mally. Page Measure the spark plug
gap with a wire thick- 2. Install the spark plug and tighten it to the ness gauge and, if necessary,
adjust the gap specified torque. If a torque wrench is not to specification. Page Cleaning The Air
Filter Element 5B Cleaning the air filter element There is a check hose at the bottom of the air
filter case and at the bottom of the air duct un- der the case. If dust or water collects in a check
hose, empty the hose and clean the air filter element and air filter case. Page 1. Open the hood.
See pages â€” for 3. Remove the air filter case cover by un- hood opening and closing
procedures. Remove the air intake duct shroud by re- moving the quick fastener screws.
Remove the air filter element. Remove the sponge material from the air filter frame. Air filter
element 1. Air filter frame 2. Sponge material Thoroughly apply Yamaha foam air filter oil or
other quality liquid foam air filter oil not spray type to the sponge material. The sponge material
should be wet but not dripping. Insert the projections on the air filter case The air filter element
should be cleaned every cover into the holders on the air filter 20â€”40 hours. It should be
cleaned and lubri- case, and then install the air filter case cated more often if the vehicle is
operated in cover by hooking the holders onto the extremely dusty areas. Page Drive Select
Lever Box Check Hose 2P 5B Drive select lever box check hose V-belt cooling duct check hose
The drive select lever box check hose is locat- The V-belt cooling duct check hose is located ed
under the console. See page for con- under the cargo bed. If dust or water collects sole removal
and installation procedures. If in the V-belt cooling duct check hose, remove dust or water
collects in the drive select lever Remove the tailpipe bolts. Page Valve Clearance To prevent
this, the valve clear- ance must be adjusted regularly. This adjust- ment however, should be left
to a professional Yamaha service technician. Tailpipe 2. Spark arrester 3. Gasket 4. Page Brakes
To check the brake pad wear, check the wear indicator grooves. If a brake pad has worn to the
point that the wear indica- tor grooves have almost disappeared, have a Yamaha dealer replace
the brake pads as a set. Page Checking The Parking Brake Pads Check the pad has worn to a
wear indicator groove, have brake fluid level with the top of the reservoir a Yamaha dealer
replace the brake pads as a level. Replenish the brake fluid if necessary. If the brake fluid
erwise, the rubber seals may deterio- level goes down suddenly, have a Yamaha rate, causing
leakage. Page Checking The Brake Pedal EVU EVU Checking the brake pedal Parking brake
lever free play adjustment Have a Yamaha dealer check the brakes at Periodically check the
parking brake lever free the intervals specified in the periodic mainte- play and adjust it if
necessary. Page a. Parking brake lever free play 1. Rubber cover 2. Locknut 3. Adjusting nut 8.
Turn the adjusting nut in direction a to 5. Release the parking brake lever. Slide the rubber cover
back on the park- ing brake cable. Page Brake Light Switch Adjustment EVU Brake light switch
adjustment The brake light switch, which is activated by the brake pedal, is properly adjusted
when the brake light comes on just before braking takes effect. If necessary, adjust the brake
light switch as follows. See pages â€” for hood opening and closing procedures. Lubricate the
cable ends. If the cables do not operate smoothly, ask a Yamaha dealer to re- place them.
Recommended lubricant: Lithium-soap-based grease Lubricate the knuckle upper and lower
lubrication left and right pivots with a grease gun. Remove the lower arm protector by removing the bolts. Recommended lubricant: 1. Install the lower arm protector by install- Steering
shaft lubrication ing the bolts and tightening them to the Lubricate the pivot points.
Recommended lubricant: Tightening torque: Lithium-soap-based grease Lower arm protector
bolt: 7 Nm 0. Loosen the wheel nuts. Always use the same size and type of tires 2. The stand
under the frame. Install the wheel and the nuts. America for this model. Page Wheel nut torque:
Front: 55 Nm 5. Arrow mark 1. Tapered nut See Avoid battery contact with skin, eyes, or pages
â€” for hood opening and closing clothing. Shield eyes when working near procedures. Keep
out of reach of children. You may damage the bat- tery. To remove the battery 1. Page To charge
the battery Have a Yamaha dealer charge the battery as soon as possible if it seems to have discharged. Keep in mind that the battery tends to discharge more quickly if the vehicle is
equipped with optional electrical accessories. Storing a discharged battery can cause

permanent battery damage. To install the battery Be sure the battery is fully charged. Place the
battery in its compartment. Positive battery lead red 2. Connect the positive battery lead first, 2.
Page Jump-Starting 5B Jump-starting However, if the vehicle must be jump-started,
Jump-starting the vehicle should be avoided. The battery should be removed and charged 1.
Jumper cable positive lead 1. Jumper cable negative lead 6. Connect the negative lead of the
jumper 7. Start the engine. Page Fuse Replacement 5B 9. Fuse replacement Install the battery
compartment cover. The main fuse, the fuel injection system fuse, Close the hood. If a fuse is
blown, turn off the main switch and install a new fuse of the specified amperage. Remove the
quick fastener screws. Remove the battery compartment cover by lifting it up and pulling it out.
Fuel injection system spare fuse 2. Fuel injection system fuse 3. Main fuse 4. Page Replacing A
Headlight Bulb 6. If the fuse blows again immediately, have a Yamaha dealer check the electrical
system. Cover at the rear of the headlight 7. Remove the headlight bulb holder cover 4. Remove
the headlight bulb holder by by pulling it off. Headlight bulb holder cover 1. Headlight bulb
holder Wait for the headlight bulb to cool before touching or removing it. Remove the bulb by
pulling it out. Insert a new headlight bulb into the bulb holder. NOTICE: Do not touch the glass
part of the headlight bulb to keep it free from oil, otherwise the transparency of the glass, the
lumi- nosity of the bulb, and the bulb life will Remove the quick fastener screws, nuts make this
adjustment. Page 2. Lift the cargo bed up. See page for cargo bed lifting and lowering procedures. Remove the panel panel A or B. Page Troubleshooting If your vehicle Tightening torque:
requires any repair, take it to a Yamaha deal- Panel nut: 7 Nm 0. Page WARNING When checking
the fuel system, do not smoke and make sure there are no open flames or sparks in the area,
including pi- lot lights from water heaters or furnaces. Gasoline or gasoline vapors can ignite or
explode, causing severe injury or property damage. Page Troubleshooting Charts Engine turns
over or replace the spark plug. Battery is good. Use the electric starter. Check the connections,
and ask Engine turns over Ask a Yamaha dealer to a Yamaha dealer to charge the slowly. Page
Restart the engine. If the engine overheats again, ask a Level is OK. If it is difficult to get the
recommended coolant, tap water can be used temporarily, provided that it is changed to the
recommended coolant as soon as possible. Rinse the dirt and degreaser off with a garden hose.
Use only enough pressure A. Cleaning to do the job. Test the Frequent, thorough cleaning of
your vehicle brakes after washing. Apply the will not only enhance its appearance but will
brakes several times at slow speeds improve its general performance and extend Page Storage
1. Fill the fuel tank with fresh fuel and add 6. Clean the seats with a vinyl upholstery the
specified amount of Yamaha Fuel cleaner to keep the covers pliable and Stabilizer and
Conditioner or equivalent glossy. Block up the frame to raise all wheels off nates the need to
drain the fuel system. Con- the ground. Tie a plastic bag over the exhaust pipe to be drained.
Page Four-wheel-drive motor fuse: Page Consumer Information Record the key identification
number, vehicle identification number, and model label infor- mation in the spaces provided for
assistance when ordering spare parts from a Yamaha 2. Page EVU EVU Key identification
number Vehicle identification number The key identification number is stamped on The vehicle
identification number is stamped the key, as shown in the following illustration. This number
can be used for ordering a new key. Page This label shows specifications related to ex- Yamaha
dealer. Model label 1. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have
an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Your question
might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please
make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main
content. FREE delivery: March 2 - 5. Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb In Stock. Add to Cart.
Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
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information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Customers who
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calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer
images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Perfect fit.
Verified Purchase. Great deal. Fit perfect. Not sure how long they will last. But exact fit. Good
price for product. There delivered on with no hassle. And work well. Packages were top notch.
Pretty straightforward. Great value! Fast shipping. Work super! Fast shipping easy install great
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